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STRABAG completes the most prestigious projects in the general, engineering and
infrastructural segments of the building industry. It has been working in the Polish building
market for over 30 years. The company is a leader in implementation of innovations and
new technologies. It offers rich equipment resources, a machinery fleet of the latest generation,
the potential of its employed specialists and high quality building materials. A large share
of its own capital makes the company a stable partner for investors for completion of projects.
 
As a part of the infrastructure building industry, STRABAG constructs highways and express 
roads, national roads, ring roads, railway lines and airports. The comprehensive portfolio 
of STRABAG also covers modernization and maintenance work on the network of national 
and local roads. Executed on a large scale and using the latest solutions, bridge structures 
are flagships of both the concern and the towns in which they are erected. Driving on Polish 
roads and highways, it is difficult not to notice projects completed by STRABAG. The  
company has a considerable share in the construction of all highways and express roads,  
as well as in local roads.
 
In the area of the general building industry, STRABAG constructs commercial and service 
centres, public utility buildings, warehouse halls, logistical centres, residential quarters and 
industrial structures. The company also deals with modernization and maintenance of  
historical objects. Structures erected by the company are characteristic architectural elements 
of many Polish towns.
 
Based on over 30 years of experience acquired in Poland and the concern’s own technolo-
gies, STRABAG has been developing its portfolio, getting involved in the execution
of engineering and power engineering projects, construction of storage yards and rubbish
tips complying with environmental protection requirements and standards. It covers building,
among other things, flue gas denitrification plants in heat and power stations, as well as full
construction jobs dedicated to the power engineering building industry. STRABAG offers
also the experience and knowledge of the concern applied to the development of wind power
plant projects and other innovative solutions for the renewable energy sector. In addition,
it launches in the Polish market technologies for processing municipal waste and producing
from it so-called green energy which are unique on the European scale.

STRABAG in Poland
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Laboratories belonging to STRABAG make sure to maintain the highest quality standards by 
conducting research and implementing new technologies. The company has a developed 
network of asphalt mixture factories and its own factories for structural concrete. These are 
supplied with their own sources of aggregates and the company invests significant means  
in their further development.
 
STRABAG has ISO AQAP certificates, as well as the industrial safety certificate which allows 
it to participate in tenders connected with military infrastructure and tenders in which  
information protection is required.

STRABAG TEAMS WORK.

STRABAG wants to be perceived as a European technological concern in the building 
industry ensuring: personnel, building materials and equipment at the right time in the right 
place thanks to which it completes even the most complicated projects – always on time, 
maintaining the highest quality and at the best price.

STRABAG bases its activities on its 
own strong and stable equity, its 
excellent team of specialists and 
managers continuously improving 
their qualifications, the latest 
machinery fleet and many years of 
experience acquired during execution 
of projects in Europe and in the 
world. Our advantages include work 
on new applications of technologies 
and their implementation in the  
Polish building market. We are based 
on the know-how of the companies 
of STRABAG Group and our own 
research performed by specialists 
employed by us.
 
The basis for the STRABAG organisa-
tional culture is dialogue and mutual 
respect. Thanks to these accepted 
values, together we choose directions 
for development and together we 
are reaching our goals.
 
We follow the TEAMS WORK
strategy. The components of this
strategy are: partnership, involvement,
innovativeness, modesty and trust.
The bases of these principles are:
persistence, solidarity, reliability and
respect. Due to these values we
can look at our achievements with
satisfaction and plan our future in a
systematic way

Waldemar Wójcik and Wojciech
Trojanowski, Managing Board of
STRABAG Sp. z o.o.
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